
Beginning of Piano Piece 1952, Morton Feldman.



Excerpt from Intersections 3 (1953), Morton Feldman.



4'33” (1952), John Cage.



Excerpt from Three Madrigals (1958), John Ashbery.



Event scores (1961), George Brecht.



0'00” (1962), John Cage.



Page from For 1, 2 or 3 People (1964), Christian Wolff.



Event scores (1965), Alison Knowles.

Performance piece #8

Divide a variety of objects into two groups. Each group is labeled "everything." These groups may 
include several people. There is a third division of the stage empty of objects labeled "nothing." Each of 
the objects is "something." One performer combines and activates the objects as follows for any duration 
of time: 
1. something with everything 
2. something with nothing 
3. something with something 
4. everything with everything
5. everything with nothing 
6. nothing with nothing 

Chair Piece for George Brecht

Locate an empty chair, before the performance, in the center of the center aisle, equipped with reading 
light and a book. If nobody has taken this seat by intermission, one of the other performers should do so. 

Wounded Furniture

This piece uses an old piece of furniture in bad shape. Destroy it further, if you like. Bandage it up with 
gauze and adhesive. Spray red paint on the wounded joints. Effective lighting helps. This activity may be 
performed with one or more performers, and simultaneously with other events.



Chambers (1968), Alvin Lucier.





Stones (1969), Christian Wolff.



Tilbury 2 (1969-70), Christian Wolff.



From Sonic Meditations (1970), Pauline Oliveros.



Two “postal pieces” (1971), James Tenney.



Rock Piece (1979), Pauline Oliveros.

Rock Piece 

Each participant chooses a pair of resonant rocks to use as percussive instruments.  Each participant 
establishes an independent pulse with the rocks. The pulse is to be maintained steadily without any 
rhythmic interpretation or accents. While listening to the overall sound, if the participant perceives that 
s/he is synchronizing exactly, or in a simple multiple  or division by 2 or 3 of another participant’s pulse, 
s/he stops in order to listen and begin a new pulse which is independent in rate from all other pulses. In 
the beginning the participants may be dispersed throughout the performance area. After listening for 
environmental  pulses  each  participant  begins  independently,  or  on  some  agreed  upon  cue.  The 
participants move slowly and freely, sounding out the environment in all directions with their rock pulses 
and gradually converging into a tight circle for the ending. Participants may end independently, or on cue. 
Rock Piece might begin and remain out-of-doors, or move indoors. Conversely, Rock Piece might begin 
in a tight circle indoors and move out-of-doors with the participants gradually dispersing until all the 
pulses can no longer be heard.  —August 16, 1979, Lenox, MA 



Excerpt from Ryoanji (1983-85), John Cage.



Flute part from Two (1987), John Cage.



Five Hanau Silence (1991), John Cage.



Page from la part du peu (1992), Antoine Beuger.



In a large, open space... (1994), James Tenney.



Instruction page from sprachlos (1997), Radu Malfatti.



Phontaine (1997- ), Istvàn Zelenka.



Timings for one action of always the same duration, One Instrument Series (2) (1999), Jürg Frey.



Two scores, Eva-Maria Houben.



Instruction page from Badiou tunings for eighteen (2005), Antoine Beuger.



Page from Badiou tunings for eighteen (2005), Antoine Beuger.



Page from hinwandeln (2005), Michael Pisaro.
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EARLE BROWN (2006), Christian Wolff.



Page from some tunes, vol. I (2006), Eva-Maria Houben.



20061 (2006), Manfred Werder.



Only [harmony series no. 17] (2005/6), Michael Pisaro.



B318, 00:39, 05 April 2006: documentary music #2 (2006), James Orsher.



From AURA[L] STUDIES (2006), Adam Overton.



new leaves (a mood survives) [Ashbery series] (2007), Mark So.



Excerpt from the percussion solo Derivation[Derivation{Backyard [Music] - Vol. 4 (or Derivation IV.)} 
(or Derivation VI.)] (or Derivation VII.) (2007), G. Douglas Barrett.



From Pieces for Mauser (2007), Joseph Kudirka.



Duet, Second Version (2007), Tashi Wada.


